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Industry: KDD at Scale



This Week

Two industrial papers

• Tensorflow (Google)

• TLA+ @ Amazon

Did you build the right 
thing?

(Validation)

Did you build the thing 
right?

(Verification)Verification & 
Validation 

at scale



System Design…for KDD?

Most systems-y papers we have seen so far

Where’s the KDD?

DiscoverCollect Clean Transform} Can build a large 
system for just 

one task

Cross-cutting 
verification

(orthogonal to task)



Topics for today

Technical Background

• System architecture (both, but mostly Tensorflow)

• Axiomatic semantics (TLA+)

• Temporal Logic (TLA+)

Context

Industrial systems: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly

(If we don’t get to 
everything, will fold 

into next class)



Technical Background



System architecture

Local architecture (local Tensorflow)

Cluster architecture (distributed Tensorflow)

Large-scale distributed systems (Amazon&TLA+)

Theme: KDD at scale

• AWS systems power KDD for both end-users and Amazon

• Tensorflow powers discovery



Local Architecture
e.g., Patterson & Hennesey

(ROM)

(Cache, RAM)

Diagram represents byte 
manipulations

Classical compilation: 
High level (e.g., C) à Assembly 
(this diagram) à Bytes (gates)



Local with GPU

https://www.omnisci.com/technical-glossary/cpu-vs-gpu



Local Architecture
e.g., Patterson & Hennesey

(GPU = many ALUs)



https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/distributed-computing-in/9781787126992/c8b8695b-fce0-4f1f-8c37-2a211fa314fa.xhtml



Distributed Architecture

• Similar to cluster, but even more loosely connected

• Coordination a bigger problem due to fewer guarantees

• Biggest challenge: locality

• Think: MapReduce



Machine Learning Tasks as Architecture (TensorFlow)

Most ML focuses on math, proofs, etc.

Goal: design a system to execute math

Need to think in terms of components:

• What they do, how they connect (language)

• How to optimally compute them so people will actually use them

• What pieces do they operate over?

• How do these logical, mathematical components map to physical/operational components?

TF discussion 
of parameter 
store & global 

state as 
coordination



Reasoning over Distributed Systems (TLA+)

How do we reason at this level of abstraction?



Background: Axiomatic Semantics

Three types of semantics:

• Denotational (what does this mean?)

• Operational (what does this this do?)

• Axiomatic (what needs to be true?)

Do stuff on the board



Local Architecture
e.g., Patterson & Hennesey

Lines represent 
ordering à time

How to reason logically and sequentially?



Background: Vector Clocks and Partial Orders

https://people.cs.rutgers.edu/~pxk/417/notes/logical-clocks.html

“happens-before” 
relation



Background:  Temporal logic

“TLA” == “Temporal Logic of Actions”

Recall: axiomatic semantics à reasoning over predicates

Idea: express those predicates in terms of logical temporal expressions

Two major families: 

• linear (LTL: linear temporal logic) 

• branching (CTL: computation tree logic)
Path-based; most common

Do stuff on the board



LTL: Example (Until)

P U Q == ”P is true until Q is true”

• P == ”file F is not writable”

• Q == “file F is closed”

• P U Q == “file F is not writable until file F is closed”

Can map to database transations



Big Idea

Axiomatic Semantics + Temporal Logic 

are the appropriate level of granularity

for large-scale systems



Context



Tensorflow

Simultaneous discovery as a scientific phenomenon

• 2009-2012 – low-level languages for NN

• OSDI 2016 – presented two weeks before the PLDI 2016 deadline

• Several submitted NN compilers (one accepted)

• Why did Tensorflow win?

• Great documentation from Google

• Now: Torch (supported by Facebook)



TLA+ for Amazon

• Several prior whitepapers on formal methods

• Iterations through tools (initially, Alloy?)

• This paper: most accessible, but elides much detail

• Sparked interest in formal methods more broadly



Current Role of Modern Industrial Systems Research



What industry adds

Scale – simply more users/machines

Applications/Applicability – ability to evaluate over more data/scenarios

New problems – scale + real-life use can highlight problems not seen before

Engineering clout – i.e., why these systems are actually used

Money – both internally (to fund this work) and externally (academic grants)



Industrial complications

Money – a blessing and a curse

• Resource that powers all research (unless you are independently wealthy)

• Can drive interest away from basic research toward applied

Boards of directors, public relations can influence study of phenomena



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

Funding to build 
systems: engineering 

vs. science



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

• Open source?
• Alternatives?
• Usability?



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

Greater attention to 
certain tasks



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

• Lemmings
• Systemà Task



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

Maintenance of 
environment

(again, not research)



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

Control of 
Environment

• SaaS?
• Platforms?



Recall

System

Environment

performs a

in a

produces
Task

Phenomena 
(or behavior)

Cohen 1995

Who decides what 
phenomena we can 

study (e.g., via APIs)?



Threats
• Limits on questions (e.g., phenomena)

• Non-reproducible methods (who controls the software/platforms?)

• Is this actually bad? (see: CERN)

• No reason to register hypotheses

• Publicity machines

• Undermines double-blind

• Early press releases set unrealistic expectations

• Problems with communicating with the public



Reminder: about studying tools

• KDD = “Knowledge Discovery in Databases”

• KDD subsumed by “data science”

• I will not be teaching data analytics, data science, nor data mining in 

this course. Instead we will focus on tool support for these tasks and 

discuss how to design and augment existing systems, specifically for 

data collection tasks.



Reminder: about studying tools

• KDD = “Knowledge Discovery in Databases”

• KDD subsumed by “data science”

• I will not be teaching data analytics, data science, nor data mining in 

this course. Instead we will focus on tool support for these tasks and 

discuss how to design and augment existing systems, specifically for 

data collection tasks.

Current discourse around industrial 
research focuses on phenomena.

Less discourse around tools. 



Models of Science in Industry: How much of a wall?

• Bell Labs – fairly strong division between basic and applied research

• Today: similar to government contractors (MITRE, Leidos, BBN, SRI, etc.)

• MSR – pre-2014ish: strong division (esp. for RiSE)

• Today: MSRNext more integrated

• Google – pre-2014ish: strongly integrated with applications

• Today: Google Brain, DeepMind less integrated

• Facebook – tends to mimic Google



Reflect

Can you do good science in an industrial setting?

• What safeguards exist?

Can you do good science in a for-profit context?

• What are the incentives?

Next class: future of industry-academia-public/government research



Requests

Please submit your reviews by midnight tomorrow!

• I read these at 7am and it makes me very sad when there are max 3 

entered at that time. 😭

Leviathan Falls is released Tuesday

• I will be off social media,  not reading news

• Spoilers will be met with proportionate response


